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 ) This is the first in a long line of reviews from us! It is a bit of a trade-off as its a general-purpose nunchuck-like controller, but has a good selection of buttons and switches. The construction is nice with good quality materials, and I’m sure it will last for a long time. As it is quite a bulky item it is best if it sits on a table or countertop. The question is where is it best placed, in the console or off to the
side? A general positioning guide for all the consoles can be found at This controller will work in conjunction with the X and Y movement, and R/L or Z buttons (depending on which way you’re looking at it). Along with the directional movement it has the following buttons: Z + X + L + R Triangle Square Circle Main Page Start Button Back Button Paging Up/Down Paging Left/Right Menu Button

Select Button BST/White Button U/D Button PB Button Memory Block Exit Button If you want more buttons, like the Start/Select/Back/Main/Select Plus, you will need to buy the X or Y controller (these controllers are not available for purchase separately). As it is a very similar concept, I’m assuming you’re not interested in these other controllers. The controller is available in two sizes: Large – 275
x 140 x 21mm Small – 210 x 106 x 21mm The large controller is my choice. It’s got two HDMI ports and I can easily pull it over the TV with my thumb, making sure it’s not on the vertical bezels. The small controller is big enough to keep on a desk or counter, and the buttons are easy to reach. My initial impressions were that the controller was solid. I can see that it will last for a long time with all the

plastic parts and it did not move during use. It has a nice feel to it, and does not slip out of my hand easily. The main screen also has nice shiny black finish, which is easy to see in a dark room. There is a small button at the top left of the 82157476af
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